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Abstract: In Software Product Lines (SPL), from a shared set of software assets, methods of software
engineering, techniques and tools for making a collection of related software system are referred utilizing a
common means of production. Due to the lack of guidelines, techniques, designing architectures of the product
line is complicated and tools to stand for or validate reference architectures and integrated tools to expand and
use software product lines. To overcome this problem we propose a cooperative approach with state of the art
of reengineering for SPL. This paper mainly focuses on overview of reengineering in the semiconductor
industry and the methods are used to develop a function in IC by modifying the code. While analyzing software
in IC, the cooperative approach can be used, a cooperative approach can make easy to understand the team
members concerns and combining on mutually acceptable solutions. Here the cooperative approach uses the
PuLSE method. The process of IC is analyzed on CMOS image sensor. The purpose of this state of the art of
reengineering is to provide an overview of software product lines theories, presenting the general principles,
some research techniques and real applications in the semiconductor industry. This paper provides an efficient
analysis of IC operation using cooperative approach and functionalities of IC can be developed by the state
of the art of reengineering and CMOS image sensor.
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INTRODUCTION the same time enhance dependability and ease

Software Product Line engineering is a standard for scrape. Rather they are presented to previously existing
the structure and large-scale software systems products. Research on reengineering-based PL
customization.  In  industry, Software Product Lines introduction is classically focused on the further
(SPLs) are utilized to expand families of related software technological aspects (e.g.). Team member’s cooperation
systems. Legacy systems, either extremely  configurable has established less attention so far.
or with a versions story and local variations, are possible The above Figure 1.1 shows the basic concepts of
candidates for reconfiguration as SPLs utilizing SPL, in this figure basic operations of SPL is discussed.
reengineering methods. These applications are enhanced The SPL purpose is to decrease the time and production
from a universal set of core assets in a prearranged way. costs and to enlarge the quality of software by reusing
Applications improved in this method are called the elements which have been previously experienced and
events of a Software Product Line (SPL).The common secured. By putting in common development artifacts
characteristic of these SPL reengineering actions is these objectives can be accomplished such as documents
behavior conservation, i.e., particular the same input, the of requirement, diagrams of conception, codes,
reengineered programs generate the same output as the architectures, procedures of test, maintenance’s
unique ones. An enhancing number of organizations are procedures,. Both issues of business and technical
uneven to a software product line (PL) approach to concerns have to be  done  sufficiently  in  SPL.
minimize time to market and costs of development while at Designing  architectures  of  product   line  is complicated,

preservation. Often product lines are not improved from
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Fig. 1: Basic concepts of SPL

due to the lack of methods, guidelines and tools to into the installers or packers. Whatever the software and
characterize or validate reference architectures and the reason be, the installers of anti-reverse engineering or
integrated tools to extend and use software product lines. packaging code pieces can be prepared with minimum
Though, involving team members representing these prevention against reversing attacks, which can be
various concerns is not uncomplicated. Agile techniques obligatory in future. The virtualization methods are the
powerfully highlight team member’s involvement and key. The unpacking software or installer is prepared with
customer cooperation. Therefore, in this paper methods, so that the reverse engineering efforts may be
cooperative approach with state of art of reengineering is dissatisfied successfully.
proposed in SPL. Julaily Aida Jusoh, et al [3], in capturing user

In this paper, we mainly focus on SPL in IC industry. requirements, by utilizing the formal specification
RE has two groups of customers: those who are involved approach one of the solutions to resolve the problem. By
in technical information and those that are interested in providing an unambiguous and precise specification,
obvious related information in the semiconductor formal specifications are an approach to solve the
business. The technical information customers are imprecision and disagreement in natural language
generally within developed companies, accomplishing descriptions. This approach is validated and verified
development of product, or benchmarking studies or exactly directing to the first specification errors detection.
strategic marketing. The obvious clients are generally The formal specification use can decreases ambiguity
obvious lawyers or groups of intellectual property (IP) between programmer and end-user as evaluates an errors
within companies. There are also companies that are only during development of software. If this is completed, then
licensing companies and deal only in IP[6].We develop a testing the system allied to the user requirement design.
performance of SPL in IC industry using cooperative with In designing database system, this task is discussed on
state of art of reengineering. how to execute formal specification approach.

Literature Survey: Mazni Omar, et al [1], a few insights covered and the methods are discussed that are utilized
to decision makers in directing them to choose software for system-level analysis, both software and hardware,
developers that matches into an exact task. Management extraction of circuit, obtaining the chip down to the
realized the importance of existing employees’ character transistor level and tasking back up through the
types in order to appreciate the strengths and weaknesses interconnects to make schematics; and process analysis,
of their employees by conducting personality tests. looking at how a chip is made and what it is made of. 
Furthermore, knowing the employees personality types Frantz Lohier, et al. [5], presented an original
can help manager and human resources professionals to software engineering technology for the real-time
strategies of plan for enhancing effectiveness of team implementation of generic low-level image processing
members. chains in the multiprocessors DSP architectures context.

Jeyalakshmi Jeyabalan, et al. [2] different static and The common description of basic operators is introduced
dynamic methods are described for anti-reverse while stressing cache management issues. This algorithm
engineering and they require for integrating such methods is which permitted the practical implementation of flexible

Randy Torrance, et al [4], product teardowns are
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processing chain utilizing an advanced DMA. Then The area of collaboration engineering aims to
experimental performances gained are reviewed as describe repeatable work practices for recurring team
implementing approach on the TMS320C80. The state of works. These practices have the assumption that
the art purpose is to provide a global overview on processes team is much more efficient as explicitly
theories of software product lines, introducing the patterned and structured. Collaboration engineering finds
common principles, a few researches, technologies and five universal patterns of cooperation that provide as
real applications. On the small and medium aspects of structure blocks for the theoretical design stage of the
companies, underlining their difficulties is maintained to practice of the cooperative work. Every pattern
adjust this new approach to their exact requirements and characterizes a way in which a collection can go towards
constraints. accomplishing its objective. The patterns are deviating,

Maria AttarianI., et al. [6], they did an empirical study converge, systematize,  estimate  and  construct
that investigated Linux kernel evolution as a product line agreement. In diverge a group moves from containing
example. Various kinds of edits are classified and smaller amounts to having more concept with which to
answered questions about changes congruency produced work.
by developers. In the Linux kernel the patterns are People progress from containing many to a focal
discovered for adding, removing  and  updating  features. point on little concepts worth more concentration and
As a result, the task introduces a set of guidelines for progress from less to more mutual understanding of
tools that would sustain progression of software product concepts and labels in converge. Systematize means that
lines. a group starts to recognize the relationships amongst

Muhammad A. Noor, et al [7], proposed a concepts (e.g., structuring brainstorming results into
collaborative approach in product line engineering which different categories).Estimate aim to recognize the
is planned to balance obtainable approaches for concepts instrumentality, for example,  voting to
reengineering of legacy products. It sustains success- recognize the preference of team members. Coordinate
critical stakeholders working collaboratively to meet on a goals, create more individuals eager to give to a proposal
product map and a of reusable infrastructures definition. (e.g., discussing situations where a team does not have
This approach is based on the WinWin requirements the same opinion). Cooperation patterns are
negotiation technique which simplifies stakeholder characteristically supported with cooperative tools such
collaboration and leadership towards equally acceptable as voting tools, or group categorization, electronic
solutions. brainstorming, group outlining, to name but anomaly
Proposed Methodology some. EasyWinWin is one method of a cooperative
Cooperative Approach: By cooperating people can process that creates utilization these patterns of
achieve more than they could as divide individuals in the interaction of the group. This requirements cooperation
semiconductor industry. Thus far, accomplishing efficient technique is based on an approach of Boehm’s WinWin
team cooperation keeps a challenge. Some Organization and complements the high-level approach of WinWin
resists creating cooperation work. They frequent option with additional detailed cooperation guidelines and tool
for executing methodologies, as experiences show that sustain. The possible adapting EasyWinWin benefits in
knowledge alone rarely is the answer. In this paper, the our reengineering-based PL scoping situation are
processes of cooperation require be explicitly designing various:(1) The technique is a well-documented and
structures and administration to increase the purposeful established in real-world settings, (2) by practitioners it is
efforts focus on IC. This is used to improve the a simple to utilize and (3) through guidelines and
performance and structured of IC in the semiconductor appropriate tools facilitates group cooperation.
industry. Designing recurring processes of cooperation is . In this paper, we show how the discussed tasks and
that can be conveyed to groups that are self-sustaining in activities of the cooperative process based on patterns
these processes utilizing cooperation methods and and guidelines from collaboration engineering are used in
methodology. Our cooperation process in IC industry IC improvement. In order to come up with the cooperative
approach utilizes PuLSE as a universal framework. We use scoping process, we recognized general activities which
guidelines for describing a cooperative process and are executed in the customary scoping process. We
models from collaboration engineering to progress gathered and customized those activities, according to the
interaction and good decision making. Attaining efficient exact needs of the semiconductor industry under
team cooperation is a substantial challenge. discussion. Shows the process activities are together with
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Fig. 2: Cooperative approach process

their purpose and cooperation pattern. The pattern of Prioritize features according to IC  value  utilizing
cooperation is knowledge neutral and do not suppose an input of previous market studies and input from
assured cooperative tool. related team members. Decide the technological

Figure 2 shows the cooperative approach process. In probability  of  features from reengineering
this process, the most acceptable decision is considered framework.
for reengineering works. By describing the scope of the The probable differences are disclosed and reasons
meeting the process follows the common simple WinWin are discussed to attain agreement. After the
cooperation process (1), grouping input from the team discussion a revote is initiated. Make a decision on
members and preparing the collected ideas, receiving evolution of feature (drop, persist, alter).
group preferences input and enlightening and discussing
scenarios where the group members do not have the same PuLSE Method for cooperative approach in IC Industry:
opinion. The results are jointly decided features and, This PuLSE claims that the software product line
scoped for reuse and technological viability for development must focus on the product itself and not on
reengineering to state of art of reengineering in the the issues of organizational. This method seems
semiconductor industry. interesting in our circumstance as the authors argue in

The following processes are used to cooperation big companies but also for small and medium companies.
between the team members in IC industry

For Brainstorm features for IC, gather the features for defined as it follows:
IC from team members. Utilize one brainstorming PuLSE gives an entire framework that covers the
session for IC area. whole software product line development life cycle,
In Converge on features for IC, first discuss the having reuse construction of infrastructure,
brainstormed features, remove unneeded information convention and progression.
through moderated discussion and discover a PuLSE is modular and customizable; it contains six
general level of feature granularity in the team to technological components that can be chosen and
reengineer the IC. instantiated in order to please the requirements of
In agree on the products in the PL, obtain and agree exact companies. In this paper, we perform this
on the products which will be PL part, obtainable and PuLSE method for cooperative approach in IC
intended for the future, in order to attain common industry.
understanding. By augmenting existing software development
For assign features to IC, participants assign features processes PuLSE is presented incrementally and
to various ICs. Disclose distinguishes & revote if products with product line precise features step by
needed. step.

[KMSW00] that this technique is not only applicable for

The global viewpoint of this technique can be
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"PuLSE-DSSA (Domain Specific Software When the board is multi layered, it can  be  re  arranged
Architecture) sustains the domain-specific software and imaged. The connections between the every
architecture definition, which covers present and future component are recognized and entered into schematic on
product line applications as defined by a product line board. On the other hand, electrical examination
model.  In   this   paper,  the  PuLSE-DSSA  is  utilized  to sometimes can be utilized to discover the connections.
develop reference software architecture for IC. The focus Moreover, an entire board schematic can be re-arranged
is on architectures that are executable in terms of object- to accomplishing the new needs.
oriented frameworks and on techniques for recognizing During the functional operation the analysis of
the rightness, value, traceability and development of functionalities involves system monitoring. A method can
architectures. By the generic scenarios the architecture is be implemented with some examinations wherever
therefore developed incrementally guided. This process required. Micro probing is utilized to monitor on-chip
input is the scope description and the domain model, signals. Some test cases are improved and motivation
containing a decision model that defines the made for operating the system in functional modes. Logic
dependencies and inter-relationships among variabilities analyzers, signal generators and oscilloscopes are utilized
in the domain model. By PuLSE-Eco the scope definition to make the system and gather the results. The signals
is provided and is utilized through the step choose and entire systems are decomposed. Examinations are
scenarios and plan next iteration to decide the domain used to monitor pins of chips, key buses and connectors.
specific scenarios importance. Then the camera can be operated and the signals are

PuLSE-EM (Evolution and Management) deals with
product  line   evolution and   management.  This activity Software Analysis: By the same two methods
focuses on three main goals: reengineering and analysis of functionalities, the software

Managing the instantiation of the PuLSE process, can be analyzed with hardware. Software reengineering is
Defining feedback processes that allow continuous the rearranging and altering obtainable software systems
optimization of both the processes and the product to create them more maintainable. The Initial work is
line artifacts, frequently embedded code extraction from an on-chip
Defining and realizing an appropriate configuration memory. Numerous methods are obtainable, such as
management strategy. It describes how to integrate EEPROM programmers, extraction of schematic, bus
new products in the product line and deals with monitoring during code upload. Sometimes with software
configuration management issues as products accrue or hardware locks the code is secluded. These can often
over time. be disabled through collection of methods. A test port of

System level Analysis: In electronic systems, there are substances.
different types of methods for system analysis. Electronic IC micro operation is used to alter or bypass
systems have hardware, software, transducers, hardware locks. Typically these methods  need of
communications, firmware, etc. System analysis is very analysis circuit first, that can disable them in order to
helpful for all of these. recognize the locks and discover alterations. Followed by

Hardware Analysis: The hardware analysis can be encryption. This needs both the keys and a realizing of
performed either by reengineering of analysis of the encryption algorithm. The keys frequently read from
functionalities. Re-engineering is the correction, the embedded memory, beside with the code, utilizing the
modification, or product partial replacement in order to methods described. Through the documentation or
modify its function, adapting it to gather a new require. analysis of functional the encryption algorithm sometimes
For example, take one camera, in this camera the initial can be found. If the techniques fail, after that extraction
stage of reengineering is to split down the camera and circuit is used to reverse engineer the algorithm for
taking notes of all subsystem connections by team reengineering process. Once the code is extracted from
members collaboratively. Then, the central board is the chip memory, the dissemblers are utilized as long as
reengineered using most acceptable ideas from the team the processor and instruction set are identified. Then the
members. After that, take the photos on that reengineered tools are obtainable to assist obtain assembly code and
board for future purpose. On the main board all structure it into a more C-like design. After that by
components are indexed and then selectively detached. software experts this structured code is analyzed. Code is

analyzed, to recognize the operation.

the chip can be a good technique of accessing its

decryption, an encrypted code needs analysis of
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Fig. 3: Analysis of CMOS image sensor

analyzed on the chip by the team members in either static module from the component  and  take  it  separately.
mode or dynamic mode. Static analysis is assumed when Then we will get into analysis of actual chip. The CMOS
it is probable to get the full processor control: initial and sensor has four parts that color filter, pixel array, digital
ending code, examining registers, memory and execution controller and analog to digital converter. Here, we mainly
of tracing code. Static analysis is forever better to focus on pixel array part and perform the process analysis
dynamic code analysis which contains analyzing just the on pixel array using TEM (Transmission electron
instructions without the capability to examine the code as microscopy) and SEM (A scanning electron microscope).
running. Employing software simulators enables another Through the specimen a TEM looks to provide high
software reengineering mode which is in between these resolution images of the structure of device and in the
two. Analysis of Software functionalities is analogous to silicon chip SCM is a method of seeing the positive and
analysis of hardware functionalities. Test cases are negative doping that creates the real working transistors,
planned, stimulus is made, the code is implemented by resistors, etc.
most acceptable decision from the team and the software Through the process analysis in CMOS IC chip
accomplished. The outputs of this software get numerous testing features deep into the nanometer scale extends
forms, from generating charts or running a GUI, to logical capacities to the limits. They are imaged with high-
managing a robot or playing a song. These outputs are resolution electron microscopy, but getting chemical
recognized to improve recognize the software or system. composition of the structure details is now in the

CMOS Image Sensor: The process analysis is a step-by- Our final documents can get numerous forms, from
step breakdown of the process stages, utilized to transmit notifies specially focused on a feature described in a
the inputs, outputs and actions that obtain place during copyright claim, to complete reports detailing the
every stage. A process analysis is utilized to develop complete structural and process analysis of a high-end
understanding of how the process works and to establish chip. It based on what the client needs. After the collected
possible targets for improvement of process during documents, then restructure the CMOS image sensor chip
removing waste and enhancing effectiveness. CMOS by removing or adding transistors or resistors to extend
linear image sensors combine a signal processing the performance of IC.
amplifiers and timing circuit integrated on the similar chip
and works from easy input pulses and a only power Overall Process: In this paper, the cooperative approach
supply. Therefore the external circuit is simplified. We with state of art of Reengineering is introduced in
perform the process analysis on CMOS image sensor in semiconductor industry. Figure 4 shows the proposed
camera. Figure 3 shows the process analysis of CMOS scheme, in this figure, the system analysis performed by
image sensor, in this figure, first we remove the camera team member, that system analysis has hardware, software

dominion of including atoms.
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Fig. 4: Cooperative approach with state of art of Reengineering in IC industry

and process analysis. The hardware can be analyzed reengineered in IC using the most acceptable solution
based on their functionalities or reengineering and based on the customer requirements. The customer
software also analyzed by functionalities and electronics business maintains bouncing from novel
reengineering process. Then, in the process analysis, the model to yet another new model and it is needed to be
CMOS image sensor process is analyzed by TEM and aware of all the new products that maintain appearing.
SEM methods.
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